
	  

	  

September 27, 2013 
Top Shelf Lizard Drops a Tail 

Undersecretary ACF George Sheldon abruptly resigned this week. His final day will 
be October 18, 2013.  That still leaves Marrianne McMullen and James Murray to 
obstruct the efforts of Thomas Sullivan as he battles to bring serious, pro active 
action to bear down on the increasing horrors of child abuse, rape, murder and 
human trafficking on the rez.  I will have more names, contact information and with 
luck, photos to highlight the chain of obstruction that seems determined beyond all 
reason, to allow the predators to carry on with no fear of repercussions in Indian 
Country.  

Kevin Dauphinais Brownshield and most of his family, should have been arrested 
long ago, as well as the people to whom they have trafficked children, and the 
predators who have had unfettered access to infants, toddlers and young teens.  
There is no progress, no serious effort on the part of the ACF upper echelons, nor 
the BIA, HHS, IHS, and DOJ until there are some real arrests, real convictions and 
real consequences for the rape and robbery of children.  Until there are criminal 
charges, not just abrupt resignations (with, I am sure, hefty Golden Parachutes), the 
ACF remains firmly on the side of the corrupt, the abusers and the deaths of these 
children is blood on their hands.  

So, that being said, Marrianne, isn’t it time you put forward your resignation? You 
know, to spend more time with the family?  I’m not even half-started on you. You’re 
tougher than George. I could see that in your eyes. You’re more tied into those 
foundations and organizations, aren’t you? This is more about protecting them and 
their connections than it is about the children, right?  

I only say that because I can see no reason for you, for all this time, along with the 
others, to contrive the obstacles you have to thwart Thomas Sullivan’s efforts to heal 
an ever worsening spiral of child abuse, and corruption in the agencies associated 
with that abuse.   

There I go again! Calling it “abuse”. That generic, vague term, ‘abuse’. Allow me to 
rephrase: The ongoing serious, violent, vile crimes against children.  That is what 
you have been protecting, vile, horrific, never ending nightmares of sexual violence 
and murder of children.   

Surely you are aware of those crimes against those children, right? You have been 
reading those 13 Mandated Reports, right? That is your job, right? So you do know 
what it is you are protecting by not allowing any rescue, respite, relief, common 
sense, or criminal charges for the corrupt, right?  

Have a nice day, Marrianne, we’ll chat again. I think people should get to know you 
and your deeds, really well, don’t you? Perhaps we’ll even get to know more about 
your connections and the foundations you work for, and maybe some of the 
speeches you’ve given. I’ll be digging. J 
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Meanwhile, back at the Recall Petition  

….that for some reason Russ McDonald thought was good enough for his 
standards,  despite there being no example of the things that Mardell Lewis was 
being accused of, and besides, it really appears that some people have signed for 
others, and more than once and yes, that one guy from Fort Yates, not even an 
enrolled member, all those signatures and the format, which was vague and false, all 
that seemed good enough for Russ McDonald.  

Russ, where’s your head these days? How far up your ass? So, how was your visit 
with Scott Davis and the other “Bushies”? What kind of things did they say you had 
‘potential’ for?  Are you thinking you’re going to be a team player with that group?  

You’re not going to last long in this gig, may as well make more friends elsewhere, 
eh, Rusty Butt? Hmm?  

Well, be that as it may, I have more faith in the Good People of Spirit Lake/Mission 
District showing up to fight for retaining Mardell Lewis than I do in the lying, 
scheming reptiles trying to tear her down and stop her from doing the kind of work 
that the Tribe has needed for decades.   

Those who passed around that petition are angry because Mardell uncovered their 
schemes and corruption and the TC had to fire them.  Piggy Cavenaugh is most 
upset because she needs a completely corrupt Tribal Council to stop the criminal 
investigation that is coming her way.   

They steal from you, they lie to you and they want you to put out the one person they 
can’t buy, can’t threaten, can’t stop from doing what it takes to make Mission and the 
entire rez, a better place to live.  

Got this note from FB sent to me by a reader who follows Candidate Robert Old 
Rock from Ft. Totten:  

Robert Oldrock 

I hear the words corrupt? many people do not know what that word means. 
Here it is a way of life as it is in a lot of small countries. But there is the 
opposite and it is called hard work and honesty. To stop corruption you put 
yourself between people who consider that being a tribal member means to 
get everything you can get out of the tribe with no effort and if you have to lie 
and cheat your way in, it is done with no qualms of conscience. I feel for 
Mardell who happened to see that there were some things that needed 
changing and started to change them and upset people who feel that they 
deserve everything they can get by hook or crook and now they are out to 
push her off the TC. If a person steals, no matter why or for any reason then 
they should be fired. It shouldn't matter who they are, who their family is, or 
how long they worked in their fake lives. They need to be held accountable 
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and let go, and face charges if the amount they took is high enough. Look 
deeper into why Mardell is being harassed and why people are trying to get 
rid of her.. I know she was just elected and did not take anything from the 
tribe and has been working at Little Hoop for the past several years, and she 
has an education to hold the job that she had there.  Now that she is on the 
tribal council she should be given a chance to show what she can do to make 
things better for all of us and our children and their children. 

I posted that on this main page because it is not a campaign speech, but a comment 
from someone also running for office who wants things to be better and for the Truth 
to mean something.  

So, Monday morning, September 30, 10 AM, St. Mike’s Rec Hall, show up and be 
heard.  Let those who have been ripping you and the rest of the Tribe off for all these 
years, see you standing up to them, and for yourself, and make it bold!  Standing up 
for Mardell Lewis is standing UP for your community.   

Let the corrupt, the thieving corrupt know, you’re not laying down for their lies and 
letting them get away with crimes any longer. You’re keeping your warrior woman.  

Mardell Lewis has been inspiring. Her former opponent has come out and supported 
her, along with his entire family.  Never saw that before. One, maybe more 
candidates for the Ft. Totten seat, are posting support for her on their FB page. 
Never saw that before either. People are writing to me from other reservations 
saying how they wish they had Mardell Lewis fighting for them the way she’s fighting 
for you. NEVER saw that before, either.  

Other tribes are looking at SLN with more respect for the first time since I’ve been 
working on this project. NEVER thought I we’d see that! 

She has given me the first really positive, genuinely upbeat and inspiring topics for 
this blog. People read the postings about her, and tell me it lifts them up, gives them 
hope for the future for their family and friends who live on the rez.  

No one can stand up for you unless you stand up for what is right. Dignity. Mardell 
Lewis is to me, a sign that the Good People of Spirit Lake are finding their strength, 
dignity, courage and it shows.  She’s there because you’re ready to take your place 
at the table of respect.   

If not for all of you, she would have moved on, long ago and you never would have 
known what it is like to have a real fighter, a real Warrior in leadership. A warrior can 
only lead other warriors. You are all warriors and I bet you can feel it in your spirit, in 
your heart and in every breath you take.  

You know where to find me.  

~Cat 


